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OneFrame
OneFrame is a stunningly vibrant and easy to use interchangeable display system. Cater to your exact needs by
deciding on your own size down to the last millimetre!
OneFrame is made of two components, the Frame and the Banner.
Sleek and stylish, OneFrame is the perfect modern medium to move brands.
Easily transported and installed - the possibilities are endless!
•
•
•
•
•

Produced in NZ, customised to your specifications
Robust 28mm x 42mm x 30mm frame extrusion
Supplied with everything you need down to the Allen Key
Can be mounted to a wall or suspended from the ceiling.
Buy OneFrame once and replace skins as needed with vibrant prints

3m width now available with seamless finish, courtesy of our grand format printer.
Spot lighting options are also available.
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Frames

Skins
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Internal Banners
Internal Banners provide a spectacularly printed display customised to any size you need, finished to cater for
any indoor event and environment.
Hanging Banners
Add self-sleeves to the top and bottom of your banner and a rod across the top with a cord for easy hanging.
Additional rods are available, and recommended, along the bottom for weight.
Exhibition Stalls
Internal banners can be finished with Velcro to your specifications to fit any size or style. Soft (loop) or coarse
(hook) Velcro can be sewn along edges as instructed, with the opposing sticky backed Velcro also available to
cover your bases. Eyelets are available if required.
Custom-made
Tell us what you need and we’ll present a solution wherever possible. Our innovative team are always ready to
create your vision.
Product Specifications
Single sided on TA125, TA126, TA901 for your matte options, or TA272 for a gloss finish.
Larger Banners can be produced seamlessly on our wide format printer.
Double sided on TA099.

Eyelets
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Velcro Reverse Side

Velcro

Self Sleeves

Silicone Edge

Hemmed

Heatsealed

Prints
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Indoor Breeze Barrier
The Indoor Breeze Barrier is a self tensioning, lightweight, double sided and easy to assemble system ideal for
events. It comes with an Allen Key and bag.
Sizes:
Small Frame: 1000mm (w) x 1000mm (h)
Medium Frame: 1500mm( w) x 1000mm (h)
Large Frame: 2000mm (w) x 1000mm (h)
Banners:
To suit standard frames, pick between dual sleeve or quad sleeve options.
Banners are printed Double Sided.
Base options:
Flat Plate - 9.4kg, 500mm (sq)
Water Base

Double Sided
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Medium Dual Sleeve Option Shown

Prints

Frames

Double Sided

Medium Quad Sleeve Option Shown
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Fabric Walls
These fabric display walls have the advantage of no seam and can be digitally printed on one side or two sides of
our Grand Banner fabric. The frame easily clips together for connection.
The lightweight properties of this Tubular Display Wall make it a great portable choice for an export trade show
travel kit.
Curved Walls: Single or Double Sided Print
2.25m - 2260mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
3.0m - 2951mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
6.0m - 5870mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
Straight Walls: Single or Double Sided Print
2.25m - 2260mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
3.0m - 2951mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
6.0m - 5870mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
Other sizes and shapes are available.
The frames and skins are supplied in a canvas bag
as standard and supplied with assembly instructions.
The frames can be assembled by one person.
Larger frames and skins may require 2 people.
Optional Extras:
LED Display Clamp On Spotlights
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Instant Ad Walls
This impressive ‘Display-in-a-bag’ is printed on non-crease fabric and folds out to its full size with ease.
When you need to change your look to keep moving your client’s brand, simply change the skin. An easy way to
freshen marketing without replacing the whole unit.
A lightweight, transportable and easily assembled display system, the Instant Ad Wall is perfect for an export
trade-show travel kit for any occasion where convenience and efficiency is imperative.
The fabric print is easily connected and removed from the Velcro frame.
The Instant Ad Wall has a default stretch fabric option, and the display has a horizontal seam.

WALL

WALL
FACE

2260mm
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Pull Up Banners
Deluxe Pull Up Banners
Our Deluxe Pull Ups are perfect for clients who demand top shelf display equipment. Mounted onto sleek black,
heavy-duty hardware for that polished look.
Silver Star Pull Up Banners
All the convenience with that same crisp, vibrant high quality print.
Perfect for indoor events where you need a portable, light-weight and easily assembled display option. Suitable
for occasional use or a semi-permanent display.

Deluxe Pull 830 Pull Up Bag

Silver Star 850 Pull Up Bag
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Prints

Deluxe

Silver Star

Size options
Deluxe 830 - 830mm (w) x 2010mm (h) (5.7kg)
Deluxe 960 - 960mm (w) x 2010mm (h) (6.2kg)
Deluxe 1150 - 1150mm (w) x 2180mm (h) (7.2kg)

Size options
Silver Star Mini - 600mm (w) x 1600mm (h) (2.2kg)
Silver Star 850 - 850mm (w) x 2010mm (h) (2.8kg)
Silver Star 1000 - 1000mm (w) x 1980mm (h) (3.4kg)
Silver Star 1190 - 1190mm (w) x 2010mm (h) (4kg)
Silver Star 1500 - 1500mm (w) x 2010mm (h) (6.8kg)

Deluxe Pull Up 960 Shown

Silver Star Pull Up 850 Shown
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Table Cloths & Runners
Make your brand really stand out amongst the crowd - with a touch of class! Maximise your impact at the event,
with supreme examples of digital printing - customised table cloths & table runners.
Table Cloths are available in 4 styles, or can be customised to suit, the choice is yours.
Table runners can be any size you like!
Please note our sizing for the table Cloths is based on a standard trestle table which is 1800mm x 760mm x
760mm.

Front Runner.

Standard trestle tables pictured.

Long Runner.
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Prints

Full Cover
3320mm x 2280mm

3 Sided - Open Back
Example

Fitted
1800mm x 760mm x 760mm

Top Cover
Example
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Demo Plus Tables
The Demo Plus is a lightweight, portable and easily assembled display and event table with a full digitally printed
lycra wrap. All Demo Plus tables have the option of including carry bags and zips. Table top colours can be either
black or white.
Demo Plus 1000
Height: 900mm
Width: 1000mm
Depth: 500mm
Demo Plus 600
Height: 900mm
Diameter: 585mm
Demo Plus 500
Height: 900mm
Width: 500mm
Depth: 500mm

Demo Plus 1000
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Demo Plus 500

Demo Plus 600
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Cosmics & Windblades
Hardware Options
Flag / Ground Spike

Flag / Ground Spike. Hammer into the ground.
Good for outdoor field type shows or events.
14mm diameter, 500mm long.

Super Water Base
with Rod & Wheels

Super Water Base with Rod & Wheels.
25kg when full, 700mm (each side) x 210mm
high. 80mm from ground to bottom of rod.

Hook & Pull System

Hook & Pull System for Super Water Base.
Recommended for transporting with ease.
655mm long.

Juno Water Base
with Rod

Flat Plate

Vertical Wall Mount
Angled Wall Mount

U Base with Rod

Tow-bar Mount

Cross Feet
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Juno Water Base with Rod. Suitable for small
flags only. 10kg when full - 480mm (each side)
x 126mm high. 60mm from ground to bottom
of rod.
Flat Plate with rod.
Small - 400mm Sq x 4mm Thick (4.6kg)
Large - 500mm Sq x 4mm Thick (9.4kg)
Extra Large - 500mm Sq x 8mm Thick (14.6kg)

Vertical Wall Mount & Angled Wall Mount.
Suitable for small flags that require wall
mounting.

U base with Rod. For wedging underneath
car tyres. Highly portable option, great for real
estate agents or people that are always at a
different location.

Tow-bar Mount. Attach to any vehicle with
a tow-bar. Perfect for real estate agents or
people that are always at a different location.

Cross Feet. For indoor use with small flags
only. 8kg - 500mm x 500mm when open.
Designed to fold away when not in use.

Flags

Windblade
Single sided on TA700 or
Doubled Sided on TA099 (Blockout)
Small: 710mm (w) x 2500mm (h) (Shown)
Large: 700mm (w) x 3900mm (h)
Extra Large: 900mm (w) x 5200mm (h) (Single Sided Only)

Cosmic
Single sided on TA065 or
Doubled Sided on TA099 (Blockout)
Small: 900mm (w) x 2200mm (h) (Shown)
Large: 1100mm (w) x 3200mm (h)
Extra Large: 1300mm (w) x 4600mm (h)

XL

L

S

XL

L

S

please fly your flags responsibly, do not fly in extreme conditions.
click here to find out more about wind ratings for this product.
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Euro Max - Swing Arm Flags
Sizes:
Max Large 2.6m System : Flag 935mm (w) x 2585mm (h) (Single Sided only)
Max Medium 1.8m System : Flag 935mm (w) x 1785mm (h) (Single Sided only)
Max Small 1.5m System : Flag 385mm (w) x 1425mm (h) (Single Sided or Double Sided)
Max Mini 1m System : Flag 385mm (w) x 925mm (h) (Single Sided or Double Sided)
Hardware Options

Ground Stake

In-ground Mount

Vertical Fixed Mount

Economical and portable, this mounting
will provide sturdy support in most ground
conditions.

This mount can be pressed permanently into
lawns or set in concrete, asphalt etc. When
not in use simply remove the spigot. As the
top plate is flush with the surface there is no
restriction to pedestrians or lawn mowing.

These mounts are designed for use on walls,
fences or platforms. They allow poles to rotate
freely in the wind, and to be easliy displayed or
removed as required.

Angled Fixed Mount

U Base

Vega Base

Nova base
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A lightweight mount designed to push firmly
around a stationary vehicle’s tyre.

The Vega base is available in a range of
attractive colours. 13kg when filled with water.

The Nova base is a robust moulded plastic
base and has many features. Available in a
range of attractive colours. 30kg when filled
with water.

Max Mini 1.0m

JOE’S COFFEE

Max Small 1.5m

Max Medium 1.8m

AQUARIUM SALES

Max Large 2.6m

Flags

EVENT

MOTO

Double Sided available for 1.5m & 1m options.
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Street Flags & FlagTrax
Often used strategically to brighten up the streets, Street Flags are also a cost effective advertising medium for
the likes of regional messages and events.
Product specifications:
For a flag which is going to fly mostly around the clock you need maximum longevity, and for that we use
our TA700T, a premium grade lock-knit polyester for all single sided Street Flags. We heat-seal the edges to
increase the lifespan even further.
Size Options:
Customise the size to your needs or choose from our standard sizes.
Shape Options:
Standard square corners or rounded options available for both FlagTrax and the Standard range.
Finishing:
Canvas Sleeve: Standard 100mm Canvas Sleeve with top eyelets spaced to your specifications.
Supplied White unless otherwise specified. Standard Street Flags only.
Webbing:
Standard 25mm webbing and reinforced edge for added stability. Standard Street Flags only.
Supplied with white webbing unless otherwise specified.

Additional Street Flag Accessories Available:

Christmas Tree Plug
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Snap Shackle

Flags

FlagTrax

Standard Street Flag

Small: 950mm (w) x 1750mm (h)
Large: 950mm (w) x 2650mm (h)

Small: 450mm (w) x 900mm (h)
Medium: 900mm (w) x 1800mm (h)
Large: 880mm (w) x 2700mm (h)
Extra Large: 1350mm (w) x 2700mm (h)

Right Hanging

Left Hanging

Standard Street Flag

Standard or Rounded Corner
versions available.

Standard or Rounded Corner
versions available.
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Corporate Flags
All variations of the classic pole flag available. Tell us the dimensions you require or call to discuss how we can
produce exactly what you need. Our experienced team can make it happen!

Sister Clip
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Rope & Toggle

Available for Small & Large Single Sided Windblade Only.

C
A
F
E
Available for Swing Arms 900mm (w) x 1800mm (h)

F
O
O
D

Available for Swing Arms 900mm (w) x 1800mm (h)

Available for Small & Large Single Sided Windblade Only.

Stock Flags

O
P
E
N

SUSHI

S
A
L
E

SALE

Available Words:
FOOD
OPEN
SALE
OPEN HOME
CAFE
COFFEE
SUSHI
VACANCY
CLEARANCE

Available Words:
FOOD
OPEN
SALE
OPEN HOME
CAFE
COFFEE
SUSHI
VACANCY
CLEARANCE
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Flags

National Flags
Represent your nation - any nation - with pride by flying your national flag, and pay no set up fee!
Size Options:
Single Sided only
Small: 900mm (w) x 450mm (h)
Medium: 1800mm (w) x 900mm (h)
Large: 2700mm (w) x 1350mm (h)
Flag Care:
It is imperative to manage your expectations on the care and life of your flag.
We recommend a heat sealed finish for any flag being flown 24/7.

To maximise longevity, we recommend bringing in your flag during winds exceeding the wind rating, during
extreme weather conditions and when not in use (ie overnight)
Allow your flag to fly without obstructions.
Take care when moving and storing your flag and its hardware.
Expect accelerated deterioration when close to coastal conditions.

Sister Clip
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Rope & Toggle

International Flags
All countries available.

Flags
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Fence Wrap
Maximise your branding opportunity with Fence Wrap. The open weave fabric allows for use in more exposed
outdoor areas such as fences and sides of buildings.
Digitally printed and no minimum length is required making it ideal for promotional and event use where short
runs or custom sizes are required.
Easy install with eyelets every 700mm. Fence Wrap has a maximum height of 3m.
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Prints
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Outdoor Breeze Barrier
The Outdoor Breeze Barrier is a self tensioning, lightweight and easy to assemble system ideal for events.
It comes with an Allen Key and bag.
Standard Sizes:
Small Frame: 1000mm (w) x 1000mm (h)
Medium Frame: 1500mm (w) x 1000mm (h)
Large Frame: 2000mm (w) x 1000mm (h)
Banners:
To suit standard frames, pick between dual sleeve or quad sleeve options.
Banners are printed Single Sided.
Base options:
90 Degree Leg: 90° connector & 2x ground pegs, 500mm (l).
Ground Spike: Standard galvanised ground spike.
Flat Plate - 9.4kg, 500mm(sq)
Small Water Base

Medium Dual Sleeve Option Shown
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Prints

Frames

Medium Quad Sleeve Option Shown
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Raised Outdoor Breeze Barrier
The Raised Outdoor Breeze Barrier is a self tensioning, lightweight and easy to assemble system ideal for events.
It comes with an Allen Key and bag.
Standard Sizes:
Medium Frame: 2000mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
Large Frame: 3000mm (w) x 2260mm (h)
Banners:
To suit standard frames, Quad sleeve option only.
Banners are printed Single Sided.
Standard banner height approx 1350mm.
Base options:
Flat Plate - 14.6kg, 500mm(sq)
Large Water Base

Medium Option Shown
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Frames

Medium Option Shown
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Branded Shade Cloth
Branded Shade Cloth is an industrial type product with a loose weave to encourage wind resistance. Holes
for cable ties form part of the fabric along the top and bottom. These 55m rolls are suitable for the likes of
construction and development sites.
Product Specifications:
70% wind permeation
Size - 1.83m (h) or 2.0m (h) x 55m (l) rolls (50m of which are printed)
Fabric - High Density Polyethylene shade cloth. Knitted to comply with AS4174 Standards
Important Information:
Pre-production samples NOT available
Lead time of 10 - 12 business days
Suitability:
Recommended for artwork with a white or light coloured background.
Not recommended where strict adherence to brand colour guidelines is required.
Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) is one 55m roll.
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Horizontal Pop Ups
These portable display systems are popular for schools, sports, beach events, fitness classes and boot camps.
Horizontal Pop Ups have no sharp edges, making them safe and child-friendly. They can be pegged to the
ground or secured with weights, making them practical as well as portable.
Product Specs:
2 single sided faces measuring 1960mm (w) x 900mm (h)
Size:
3.5sqm of signage area
Weight:
2 kg
Travel size:
850mm diameter

Pop Up Bag
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Marquees
The digitally printed Marquee is easy and quick to set up. Your branding message will be visible from every
angle - even the air. Purchase the canopy and the walls separately. Includes ground pegs, bags for roof, side
walls and carry bag with wheels.
This is an offshore product so please allow 10 - 15 working days from artwork sign off to dispatch. Fabric
samples are available, please allow 5 working days for these.

Quick to set up.

1.

2.

Marquee Bag
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3.
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File Specifications
Accepted File Types
We only accept PDF, EPS & AI file types. Where possible please save these files from Adobe Illustrator.
We no longer accept CDR file types. If you are working from CorelDraw please save your artwork
file as a PDF. Occasionally there can be issues when opening or importing files generated across different
platforms or software packages, so be aware that if you’re working with basic software such as Flexisign or
similar there is a small chance errors may arise. The most common will be ‘Unknown shading types’ or ‘Nonnative artwork’ which can produce undesired results when being read or parsed back into Adobe Illustrator.
Visual Proof
Please supply us with a flattened visual of your artwork. This is used for quality control purposes and allows
us to visually cross reference this with the artwork you’ve supplied. You can either save your artwork as a
JPEG or take a screenshot. We can not proceed without this.
Fonts
We have an extensive font library but we ask that you outline all fonts within your artwork file, if necessary
please provide the font with the artwork file.
Templates
Using the correct template is crucial, each one of our templates are uniquely designed to suit its product.
Carefully read the template title and ensure you have the one that matches the product you are purchasing.
Artwork in incorrect templates will be returned to you for re-supply. If you are unsure which template to use simply
call our friendly sales team who will guide you towards the correct one.
Colour Matching
We can only accept PMS numbers for colour matching, please select from the Pantone+ Solid Coated or
Uncoated colour books. Alternatively if we have supplied you with a fabric colour chart, please select your
colours from this chart and notify us when submitting your artwork. We can not use a CMYK mix as the
sublimation process alters how each colour appears across different substrates. We can accept CMYK mixes
selected from our fabric chart only.
Resolution & Image Quality
Please ensure your images are of printable quality. We recommend a minimum of 150dpi when at full size. Please
embed your imagery into the artwork file, if you believe this may severely affect the file handling
and cause performance issues then please link the files and supply the links. Final production quality will
reflect the artwork you have supplied.
File Size
Single files should not exceed 1gb (1024mb). Files still need to be workable, if your machines are struggling to
process the file there is a good chance ours will too. Some things which can blow out files sizes are inflated image
resolutions which may need to be down sampled. Hidden layers can also hold data when saving or exporting and
should be deleted prior to saving. Delete any unnecessary, duplicated or unused imagery from your file. Excessive
file size may incur additional processing charges.
Fabric Proof
We provide you with a FREE A4 fabric proof of your artwork for you to check, to give a clear indication of what to
expect from the finished product. The proof gives you the opportunity to check your images, colour selections,
text and fabric choices before the job is produced and allows for any alterations to be made.
In over 90% of the cases where an issue was discovered it was found at the A4 proof stage.
* Please ensure your file does not contain any overprints or spot whites.
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Fabric Characteristics
TA065 PolySilk - 53gsm
Suitable for indoor and outdoor. Opaque fabric. Very popular choice - superb for printing detailed images.
Provides over 90% strike through to the reverse side. Shows high digital definition due to fine weave. (Unfinished
maximum print width is 1460mm – please allow for selvage and finishing).
TA125 Matt indoor - 200gsm
Provides superb ‘depth’, making it perfect for a wide range of uses including tablecloths, banners and pull-up
displays. Doesn’t crease as easily as Poly Satin. (Unfinished maximum print width is 1465mm – please allow for
selvage and finishing).
TA272 Satin indoor fabric - 200gsm
Fantastic for dye-sub printing - for Internal Banners, Table Cloths and Pull-Up Banners. Shows high digital
definition due to fine weave. Used on many custom indoor displays – popular choice for Events and Tradeshows.
Can crease or be ‘crushed’ slightly more than Matt. Best stored and transported on a roll. (Unfinished maximum
print width is 1465mm – please allow for selvage and finishing).
TA700 Premium Lock-knit polyester - 125gsm
Direct digitally printed best strength available for flag fabric, manufactured in NZ. Used on Single Sided Windblade
flags. Up to 95% strike through to reverse side. As this is a flag fabric, the print detail is not quite as fine as the
dye-sublimation process, but still a fantastic result for Street flags and Corporate Flags. The only suitable option
for Street Flags, or flags which are intended to fly close to 24 hours. Print width up to 3200mm.
TA901 Poly Twill - 188gsm
A water resistant coating makes this ideal for table cloths as well as internal banners. (Unfinished maximum print
width is 1480mm – please allow for selvage and hemming).
TA717 Open Weave Fabric - 150gsm
Designed for optimum air permeability, to relieve pressure on stress points. Utilised for outdoor banners and flag
products. Up to 95% strike through from direct to fabric print process. Perforated weave allows some wind to
pass through but enough textile to capture digital image with clear definition. Print width up to 3200mm.
TA123 Grand Format Poly Warpknit - 205gsm
Open weave knit for optimal print results. Compliant to AS/NZS 3837 – Group 1 Fire Rating. Print width of up to
3200mm, ideal for large format banner systems and architectural fit-outs.
TA099 Block Out - 175gsm
Used where correct reading text is required to be read from both sides. Suitable for WindBlades and Cosmic
flags. (Maximum print width is 1450mm – please allow for finishing). Repeat jobs may alter slightly in colour due to
different fabric batches, weather conditions and humidity.
TA417 Lycra - 240gsm.
Used for Instant Ad Walls, Fabric Counters and Framing Systems. Stunning print where fine detail is required.
Maximum print width is 1485mm.
TA110 Light - 110gsm
Used for Lightboxes, OneFrame and other systems. This woven fabric provides high luminosity and a superb
printed finish.
* Maximum print widths are subject to change depending on batch. Fabric options and specifications may
change at any time without notice. Print widths shown are correct at the time of this publication.
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Flag Life & Longevity
The life of a flag depends on a number of variables. It is important to manage your client’s expectations to ensure
they are selecting the appropriate product for the intended purpose and understand how to maximise their
product’s lifespan.
Suitability
Indoor products are respectively unsuitable for outdoor use.
Double sided flags are not available if they are unsuitable for use eg Street Flags or Extra Large Windblades.
Weather
Bring Cosmics and Windblades in each evening, when not in use, when the wind speed exceeds the wind rating
(35kph for double sided flags and 50kph for single sided flags) and during periods of extreme weather conditions.
Bring Street Flags in when a severe weather warning is issued.
Environment
Expect accelerated deterioration of flags where close to coastal conditions.
Ultra Violet
New Zealand is subject to strong Ultra Violet rays, and fading of colours is inevitable. Our inks and fabrics have
been selected specifically for New Zealand conditions.
Product Care
Fly your flag freely!
Flags should not be impeded by surrounding structures. It is important that they are properly attached to the pole
so that it does not wrap itself around the pole repeatedly.
Cosmics and Windblades need to be able to rotate 360° without obstruction ie distanced accordingly from the
likes of buildings, vehicles, trees, hedges, fences or other sharp objects.
Fabric care
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not store wet or damp
Cold wash with mild detergent and hang up immediately
Do not bleach
Do not soak
Do not leave rolled up
Do not tumble dry
Do not dry clean

For light staining use the citrus based product ‘De-Solv-it’. De-Solv-it may begin to remove grass stains, coffee,
oil, footprints, grease, wax, crayon, chewing gum, blu-tack and lipstick. Follow the directions on the bottle for
correct application.
Heavier staining may require a machine wash.
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